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Abstract: Life insurance policies are not equally profitable is sense of expected
value. In practice, profitability is an output of complex cash flow models, which
need utilizing special systems and the run time of such calculation can be signifi-
cant if number of policies is high. Therefore we consider variables, which change
most frequently, stimulate the profitability model with several values of these
variables and then we search for a regression model to explain the changes. We
apply Gamma regression on the data. But what if there exist some policies which
are negative? Then we determine these policies with logistic regression applied
on data censored to the binary form. Loss of these policies is modelled using sym-
metrical Gamma model. These three models, when considered together, can be
viewed as a single model, which is a generalization of the well known zero inflated
count model. The most interesting part of inference in such model is diagnostics.
We show that the basic types of residuals – Pearson, deviance and quantile – can
be defined. We also build an ordinary linear model and we compare utility of
these two approaches. While building models, we meet various statistical issues
like dimension reduction of yield curve or dispersion proportional to sum insured.
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Introduction
Projecting cash flows is a concept which we always meet in connection with

life insurance mathematics. This concept is present in both product pricing and
liability estimating, which should in ideal environment perfectly match. But
in practice pricing is usually defined by the classical approach with unisex life
tables, technical interest rate and net premiums loaded with expenses. On the
other side the cashflow models, which produce best estimate of the liabilities have
much more complicated structure. This creates the phenomenon that already at
the time of underwriting, it is sure that some policies are more valuable and some
are less, in expected value. This profitability – expected value of future cash flows
– varies not only policy by policy, but also develops in time depending on dynamic
market conditions reflected in yield curve.

Profitability, as the output of cash flow model, which we stimulate with differ-
ent policies and yield curves observed in past years, creates data for our statistical
modelling approaches. Utility of such modelling is following.

• To find some handy predictor of profitability, which has negligable run time
compared to cash flow model run. To not require any special system to
compute a new policy at particular time, for example in the future when a
new yield curve will be observed.

• Classical regression approaches like GLM offer simple formulas with inter-
pretation. We might uncover the dependencies in data, which are otherwise
hidden.

Natural possibilities on the field of GLM are normal linear model or Gamma
log-link model. Both approaches work, but if there exist some policies which are
even loss making, then Gamma cannot treat whole dataset. Natural solution to
this problem is to extend Gamma model with symmetric Gamma model on such
policies and connect these models with binary model which determines probability
of being over or bellow zero. This compound model can be seen as a mixture of
two Gamma and is similar to zero inflated count model.

Chapter 1 develops the GLM theory. We derive inference inference in GLM
in chapter 1.1 and then apply it on special cases Gamma and Logit in chapters
1.2 and 1.4. Chapter 1.3 is dedicated to modelling dispersion in GLM. In chapter
1.5 we define the partitioned model.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to the cash flow model. As the insurance companies
are very protective in relationship to their internal data, we developed and cali-
brated our model under the directory of RNDr. Martin Janeček Ph.D. who is an
experienced actuarial consultant.

Statistical theory and our data are conneted in chapter 3. In chapter 3.1 we
introduce the data. In chapter 3.2 we apply dimension reduction to yield curves,
to be able to propagate the information about yield curve into statistical model.
Chapter 3.3 is dedicated to linear regression, chapter 3.4 to Gamma regression
and 3.5 to the partitioned Gamma-Logit-Gamma model.
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1. Generalized Linear Models
and extensions

In the first chapter, we summarize the theory of General Linear Models
(GLM’s). GLM framework gereralizes classical Linear Model framework in a
natural way, that the response, random variable Y , follows a distribution from
so called exponential family and the relationship between µ = E

[︁
Y | x

]︁
and the

linear predictor η = x⊤β is described through some monotone function,

µ = g−1(︁x⊤β
)︁
. (1.1)

Examples of frequently used models covered in GLM are Normal Linear Model,
Poisson or Negative Binomial regression, Logistic regression and Gamma regres-
sion. The generalization of these topics into one concept was proposed by Nelder
and Wedderburn [1972]. They also introduced the algorithm iterative weighted
least squares as a unified fitting method for this class of models.

The goal of this chapter is to establish all symbols used in GLM’s and to
present the basic results of the theory. The explanation is based mostly on
the book McCullagh and Nelder [1989].

As we mentioned, the first extension is more general distributional assump-
tion.

Definition 1. The probability distribution F belongs to the exponential family
if it’s density f is in the form

f(y; θ, ϕ) = exp
ß

yθ − b(θ)
a(ϕ) + c(y, ϕ)

™
y ∈ S, θ ∈ R, ϕ > 0.

S ⊂ R is the support, θ is canonical parameter and ϕ is dispersion.

The exponential family defines a class of distributions. For a specific choice
of functions b(·) and c(·) we obtain a statistical model. The function a(·) is
commonly a(ϕ) = ϕ/w.

Log-likelihood of a single observation Y is then

ℓ(θ, ϕ; Y ) = log
(︁
f(Y ; θ, ϕ)

)︁
= Y θ − b(θ)

a(ϕ) + c(Y, ϕ).

The score function and Fisher information for the canonical parameter eval-
uate to

∂

∂θ
ℓ(θ, ϕ; Y ) = Y − b′(θ)

a(ϕ) ,

− E ∂2

∂θ2 ℓ(θ, ϕ; Y ) = b′′(θ)
a(ϕ) .

Under common models, the MLE regularity conditions are satisfied, and then the
well known consequences – score expectation is zero and score variance is equal
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to Fisher information – can be used to determine first and second moment.

0 = E ∂ℓ

∂θ
= E Y − b′(θ0)

a(ϕ0)
⇒ E Y = b′(θ0)

b′′(θ0)
a(ϕ0)

= − E ∂2ℓ

∂θ2 = Var ∂ℓ

∂θ
= Var Y

a2(ϕ0)
⇒ Var Y = a(ϕ0) b′′(θ0).

where θ0, ϕ0 denote true parameters.
Remark. b(θ) is twice differentiable to ensure that ∂2ℓ/∂θ2 exists (regularity con-
ditions). b′(θ) is strictly increasing because clearly must be b′′(θ) > 0 ∀θ. This
means that b′(θ) is an injection and there exists an inverse θ = (b′)−1(µ). So it is
valid to use formulation Y ∼ EDF(µ,ϕ) instead of the canonical parameter θ.

1.1 Generalized Linear Models

In the generalized linear regression we suppose that random variable Y and
given covariates x = (x1, . . . ,xp)⊤ are connected through regression parame-
ters β and the link function g(·) through the relationship 1.1. The environment
for the model is that we have n iid observations of such entities,

Y =

Ö
Y1
...

Yn

è
, X =

Ö
x⊤

1
...

x⊤
n

è
=

Ñ
x1 ... xp

é
=
(︁
xij

)︁
n×p

.

Y is called response vector and X is model matrix. Vector xi has p elements
and comes from transformation of the covariates which we denote zi, this means

xi =

Ö
xi1
...

xip

è
= t
(︁
zi

)︁
, i = 1, . . . ,n.

The Generalized Linear Model assumes that for each i, response Yi has, condi-
tional X, distribution from exponential family with the mean µi which can be
parametrized as

g(µi) = x⊤
i β = ηi

and the dispersion parameter ϕ common for all observations. g(·) is a known
function, monotonic and sufficiently smooth.

To formulate the log-likelihood and derivatives with respect to β, one needs
to express θ in terms of β. Let us consider a single observation

(︁
Y, x

)︁
. From

g−1(η) = µ = b′(θ) it is easy to see that

θ = (b′)−1(µ) = (b′)−1(g−1(η)) = (b′)−1(g−1(x⊤β)). (1.2)

Remark. g(·) must be twice differentiable to ensure that ∂2ℓ/∂β∂β⊤ exists. In-
verse g−1(·) should map R – space for η = x⊤β – to space for µ which depends
on the model. For Gamma or Poisson it is (0, ∞), for Normal model R and for
Binary response (0, 1).
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The situation simplifies if canonical parameter directly equals to linear pre-
dictor. This motivates the following definition of canonical link. Let us consider
a GLM with link function g(·), then g(·) is canonical link if b′ = g−1. Then
θ = η. In this case θ is connected with β only through linear function and

∂θ

∂βj

= xj, j = 1 . . . p.

As we know Var
[︁
Y | x

]︁
= a(ϕ)b′′(θ) and the fact that θ = (b′)−1(µ) implies

that variance can be expressed as function of µ, up to dispersion parameter. The
function V = b′′((b′)−1) is called variance function. For the variance of Y then
holds

Var
[︁
Y | x

]︁
= a(ϕ)V (µ).

Remark. Variance function defines the relationship between mean and variance
in the model. It is a property of exponential family model, the definition does
not require the GLM setup.

The statistical inference in GLM is based on maximum likelihood theory.
From 1.2 one can see that log-likelihood takes the form

ℓ(β; Y ) =
n∑︂

i=1

Yiθi − b(θi)
ai(ϕ0)

+ c(Yi, ϕ0), θi = (b′)−1(g−1(x⊤
i β)).

The MLE of β which maximizes the log-likelihood, is the root of the score func-
tion, the derivative of log-likelihood with respect to β. From chain rule follows
that

∂

∂β
ℓ(β; Y ) = Y − b′(θ)

a(ϕ) · ∂θ

∂µ
· ∂µ

∂η
· ∂η

∂β

Using 1.2 and derivative of the inverse function we have
∂θ

∂µ
=
Å

∂µ

∂θ

ã−1
= 1

b′′(θ) = 1
V (µ)

∂µ

∂η
=
Å

∂η

∂µ

ã−1
= 1

g′(µ)
Thus the score function in terms of β, for general prior weights wi > 0, can be
written as

∂

∂β
ℓ(β; Y ) = 1

ϕ0

n∑︂
i=1

wi w(µi)g′(µi)
(︁
Yi − µi

)︁
xi (1.3)

where

w(µ) = 1
V (µ)

(︁
g′(µ)

)︁2 > 0. (1.4)

To obtain information matrix, we need to calculate second derivatives of log-
likelihood, which is getting a bit more complicated. After some work, which can
be found for example in Nelder and Wedderburn [1972], one obtains that

− ∂2

∂β∂β⊤ ℓ(β; Y ) = 1
ϕ0

w(µ)xx⊤ + J

7



When information matrix is evauated in β = β0 and taking expectation to con-
sider Fisher information instead, the term J vanishes with it’s zero expectation.
Therefore Fisher information takes form

I(β0) = 1
ϕ0

E w(µ)xx⊤

Consistent estimator of this entity is

Iˆ︁(β̂ ) = 1
nϕ0

X⊤ŴX, Ŵ =
(︁
ŵij

)︁
= diag

(︂
wi w(µˆ︁i)

)︂
Entities

µˆ︁i = g−1(︁x⊤
i β̂
)︁
, i = 1, . . . ,n

are the fitted values.
Estimation algorithm arises from Fisher scoring method. Consider current

estimate of β, let us denote it b. Denote current score as u and instead of the
minus derivative of the score we take estimate of the Fisher information, which
is n Iˆ︁(b) = A, say. Then new estimate b∗ is obtained as

b∗ = b + A−1u = A−1(︁Ab + u
)︁
.

In this form we just reorder terms

Ab + u =
(︄

n∑︂
i=1

wiixix
⊤
i

)︄
b +

n∑︂
i=1

wiig
′(µi)

(︁
Yi − µi

)︁
xi =

=
n∑︂

i=1

wiixi

(︁
x⊤

i b + g′(µi)(Yi − µi)
)︁⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

Zi

= X⊤WZ

where Zi is adjusted dependent variable and Z is the vector of such entities.
Zi is the Taylor expansion of g(Yi) around µi. Now we have the formula for
the updated estimate b∗,

b∗ =
(︁
X⊤WX

)︁−1X⊤WZ, (1.5)

where both W and Z depend on current estimate b. From this follows the al-
gorithm iterative weighted least squares (IWLS) which was proposed by
Nelder and Wedderburn [1972]. Each iteration can be interpreted as weighted
least squares estimate with weights W and response vector Z which are updated
in each iteration. This is also the algorithm used for fitting glm object in R.
Remark. Fisher scoring is a modification of the Newton-Raphson method, which
can be written as

θ(k) = θ(k−1) −
Ç

∂2ℓ
(︁
θ(k−1))︁

∂θ⊗2

å−1
∂ℓ
(︁
θ(k−1))︁
∂θ

The modification is that the minus Hessian matrix is replaced by it’s expectation,
which is n times Fisher information matrix.
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The algorithm is written down without the term 1/ϕ0 to emphesize that one
does not need to know or estimate ϕ to estimate β. Dispersion is usually estimated
from Pearson χ2 statistic which is defined as

χ2 =
n∑︂

i=1

wi

(︁
Yi − µ̂i

)︁2

V (µi)
and ϕ̂ = χ2

n − p
. (1.6)

Altough χ2 statistic offers a measure of goodness of fit, the prefered quantity
in GLM is the deviance, which is based on likelihood ratio. Let us consider
the saturated model in which the fitted values are exactly Yi and the log-
likelyhood is ℓ(Y ) = ϕ−1

0
∑︁n

i=1 wi

(︁
Yi
˜︁θi − b(˜︁θi)

)︁
, where ˜︁θi = (b′)−1(Yi). Then the

unscaled deviance of the current model is defined as log-likelihood ratio against
the saturated model,

D(Y , µ̂) = 2ϕ0
Ä

ℓ(Y ) − ℓ(β̂ ; Y )
ä

=
n∑︂

i=1

di (1.7)

where

di =
n∑︂

i=1

2wi

¶
Yi

Ä˜︁θi − θ̂ i

ä
+ b(˜︁θi) − b(θ̂ i)

©
> 0

are contributions to deviance. The scaled deviance is D∗ = D/ϕ0 and unlike
the first mentioned, it’s calculation requires ϕ0. One can interpret the deviance
in terms of β as the measure of goodness of fit, which is minimized in β̂ .

The generalization for two nested models M0 ⊂ M1 is straightforward. It is
convenient to express the log-likelihood in terms of µ, so under this notation
we can write

D∗ (︁µ̂1, µ̂0)︁ = 2
(︁
ℓ
(︁
µ̂1)︁− ℓ

(︁
µ̂0)︁)︁ . (1.8)

This serves as the likelihood ratio statistic for testing the submodel. In we denote
by m the difference between number of parameters in M1 and M0, then under
the null hypothesis

D∗ as∼ χ2
m.

The dispersion parameter in the denominator of log-likelihood can be replaced
by a consistent estimate, which is typically 1.6.

In some situations, Wald statistic is used. Typically for testing significance
of a single parameter βj, which is available in summary method of glm. From Wald
statistic one can easily derive the confidence interval for βj or η = c⊤β. The other
approach for obtaining confidence intervals is for example profile likelihood.
See Venzon and Moolgavkar [1988], who developed this approach.

Diagnostic methods for GLM are based on the two mentioned goodness of
fit measures 1.6 and 1.7. The Pearson residuals are defined as raw residuals
Yi − µ̂i normalized by estimate of their standard deviation,

rP
i = √

wi
Yi − µ̂i

V (µ̂i)
.
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The other popular residuals are the deviance residuals,

rD
i = sgn {Yi − µ̂i}

√︁
di.

Both can be interpreted as contributions to overall goodness of fit measure be-
cause χ2 =

∑︁n
i=1
(︁
rP

i

)︁2 and D =
∑︁n

i=1
(︁
rD

i

)︁2. For both types of residuals, there
are standardized versions for approximatelly unit variance, with normalization by
ϕ̂ and 1 − hii, where hii comes from projection matrix for weighted least squares.

1.2 Gamma model

Gamma GLM serves as a natural possibility how to model positive outcome
with standard deviation proportional to mean. Gamma distribution is an example
of a distribution model which belongs to exponential family. The density in it’s
usual parametrization has the form

f(y; α, β) = βα

Γ(α)yα−1 exp {−βy} , y > 0, α, β > 0

and after proper reorganisation we get the canonical form,

f(y; α, β) = exp
ß θ⏟ ⏞⏞ ⏟

(−β/α) x + log (β/α)
1/α⏞⏟⏟⏞

ϕ

+ (α − 1) log x + α log α − log Γ(α)
™

.

So after the reparametrization θ = β/α, ϕ = 1/α we obtain the density in terms
of canonical parameter and dispersion. In notation of the exponential family
b(θ) = − log(−θ). The mean evaluates to

µ = −1/θ

and if we invert this relationship, we obtain following likelihood kernel.

ℓ (β; Y ) = − 1
ϕ

n∑︂
i=1

wi (Yi/µi + log µi) , µi = g−1 (︁x⊤
i β
)︁

The maximum attainable log-likelihood occurs in the saturated model,

ℓ (Y ) = − 1
ϕ

n∑︂
i=1

wi (1 + log Yi)

and the deviance therefore evaluates to

D(Y , ˆ︁µ) = −2
n∑︂

i=1

wi

(︄
log Yi

µˆ︁i

− Yi − µˆ︁i

µˆ︁i⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞∑︁
=0

)︄
.
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The final term sums to zero, it is shown in the appendix of Nelder and Wedderburn
[1972]. The quadratic variance function follows from

V (µ) = b′′(θ) = 1
θ2 = µ2.

The relationship between µ and θ leads to canonical link µ = 1/η (the negative
sign is absorbed in η). This is not a desirable link function because the space for
η is little bit unpleasant. Log link is usually used instead. Then

µ = exp
{︁

x⊤β
}︁

.

This choice offers correct mapping of η to µ and nice multiplicative interpratation
of the coefficients βj. Then one can see that

w(µ) = 1.

The score function has form

∂

∂β
ℓ(β) = 1

ϕ

n∑︂
i=1

wi

ex⊤
i β

Ä
Yi − ex⊤

i β
ä

.

The weight matrix W consists only of prior weights, that implies that information
matrix does not depend on β. In case of unit weights wi = 1, the W vanishes
and

Var β̂ ≈ ϕ̂
(︁
X⊤X

)︁−1
.

The adjusted dependent variable takes form

Zi = x⊤
i β + 1

ex⊤
i β

Ä
Yi − ex⊤

i β
ä

.

The alternative link function is the identity link. This one is less prefered
because there might be covariates, for which prediction will be negative. This
causes problem, particularly if such covariates are not out the sample space.
Under this link function one can easily derive that

w(µ) = 1
µ2 and ∂

∂β
ℓ(β) = 1

ϕ

n∑︂
i=1

wi(︁
x⊤

i β
)︁2
(︁
Yi − x⊤

i β
)︁

.

The adjusted dependent variable Zi is directly the response Yi. So this time W
depends on β and Z does not.

1.3 Generalized Linear Model with varying dis-
persion

We know that classical GLM assumes a resticted form for variance of the
response.

Var[Yi| xi] = ϕ

wi

V (µi)

11



Up to constant of proportionality, the variance is fully determined by the modeled
mean µ and this specific form of variance must hold for all observations in dataset
and all µ attainable from sample space of covariates, to assure that one can rely
on the modeled distribution of the predicted outcome. This assumption might be
sometimes too restrictive, for example when residual plots against some covariate
or against fitted strongly indicates trend in variance. Then these clusters with
high variance have also larger contributions to deviance and hence stronger word
in estimating the model. In extreme situations this may lead to worse fit on the
rest of the dataset, altough that the mean is specitified more-less correctly.

These issues motivated us to search for the approach, where the dispersion is
modeled by covariates,

ϕi = h−1 (︁z⊤
i γ
)︁

(1.9)

through its own regressors zi, regression parameters γ and link function h(·).
Such generalization of GLM was introduced by Smyth [1989]. He defined a
specitic family, which is a subset of exponential family. He showed that in such
family the inference can be based on 2 interlinked Generalized Linear Models.
We combine his approach with slightly more general approach from Rigby and
Stasinopoulos [2005]. This article is mainly about the R package gamlss, which
was introduced by these authors. This package allows regression with broad class
of distributions, the possibility of modelling parameters in form 1.9. Further-
more the package allows using semi-parametric methods and random effects in
arbitrary parameter.

The family which we will study has form

f(y, θ, ϕ) = exp

ß
w

ϕ

(︁
yθ − b(θ) − a(y)

)︁
− 1

2s (−w/ϕ) + t(y)
™

(1.10)

This class of distributions is subset of exponential family, Normal and Gamma
model is included in this family. The derivation for both is shown in Smyth [1989]
but we will keep the general notation.

If such decomposition is possible, then w.l.o.g. a(y) is such that

a(y) = y˜︁θ − b(˜︁θ), ˜︁θ = (b′)−1 (Yi)

so the leading term in 1.10 can be associated with deviance di.

Mean submodel

Consider mean submodel, that is γ is fixed and ϕi are given. Then this
submodel is indistinguishable with ordinary GLM with

prior weights w∗
i = wi

ϕi

and dispersion ϕ∗ = 1.

Therefore first mean component Fisher iteration is equivalet to an iteration of
IWLS with prior weights wi/ϕi. At this point we should clarify, that dividing

12



model into mean submodel and dispersion submodel is meaningful. The θ and ϕ
are asymptotically orthogonal. The mixed derivative is in the form

∂2ℓ

∂θ∂ϕ
= c · (Y − µ)

which has expactation 0. Hence also

E ∂2ℓ

∂β∂γ
= 0

Therefore Fisher information matrix has form

I =
Å

I(β) 0
0 I(γ)

ã
Altough we denote I(β) dependent only on β, it is good to realize that there
is also dependence on γ propagated through weight matrix W. The same will
be the depenpence of I(γ) on β through θi, leading to deviance component di,
see 1.9. We will discuss dispersion submodel later. To summarize, the Fisher
iteration for updated β is

b∗ =
(︁
X⊤WX

)︁−1X⊤WZ

where

Zi = ηi + g′(µi)
(︁
Yi − µi

)︁
, wii = wi

ϕi

w(µi) (1.11)

Rigby and Stasinopoulos [2005] have slightly more general view on IWLS.
The term g′(µi)

(︁
Yi − µi

)︁
can be written in an alternative way, such that

Zi = ηi + 1
wii

· ∂ℓ

∂ηi

, wii = − E ∂2ℓ

∂η2
i

(1.12)

If we denote

η = (η1, . . . ,ηn)⊤

then we can write the IWLS quantities very transparently and all elements in one
formula.

Z = η + W−1 ∂ℓ

∂η
, W = − E ∂2ℓ

∂η∂η⊤

The same for score function and information matrix.

∂ℓ

∂β
= X⊤ ∂ℓ

∂η
− E ∂2ℓ

∂β∂β⊤ = X⊤WX

Note that the view 1.12 can be used in arbitrary situation when modelling a
parameter using link function and linear predictor. The view 1.11 can be used
only with connection to mean parameter of the exponential family. So this view
really broadens the meaning of IWLS.
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Dispersion submodel

Consider on the other hand fixed β. For the simplicity further, assume that
there are no prior weights. It simplifies the explanation. The density 1.10 can be
rewitten as follows.

ℓ(β, γ; Y ) =
n∑︂

i=1

− 1
ϕi⏞⏟⏟⏞

θi

1
2 2
(︁
a(Yi) − Yiθi + b(θi)

)︁⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
di

−1
2 s(−1/ϕi)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

b(θi)

+ t(Yi)⏞⏟⏟⏞
c(·)

This form mimics the exponential family with response di (those are fixed now),
canonical parameter −1/ϕi and dispersion 2. Denote

s′(1/ϕi) = δi, s′′(1/ϕi) = u(δi), u = s′′(s′)−1

Now let θ = −1/ϕ and η = z⊤γ, recall ϕ = h−1 (︁z⊤γ
)︁
. Under this notation, the

evaluation of first and second derivative subject to z⊤γ becomes more clear,

∂ℓ

∂η
= ∂ℓ

∂θ

∂θ

∂η
= 1

2
d − δ

ϕ2 h′(ϕ) ,

− ∂2ℓ

∂η2 = − ∂ℓ

∂η∂θ

∂θ

∂ϕ

∂ϕ

∂η
− ∂ℓ

∂θ

∂2θ

∂η2 = 1
2ϕ2

u(δ)
ϕ2 (h′(ϕ))2 + c (d − δ)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

E =0

.

We can see that the second term containing score ∂ℓ/∂θ has generally zero ex-
pectation, evaluated at true parameters. It follows that Fisher scoring iteration
of dispersion submodel is formed by variables

vii = u(δi)
2ϕ4

i (h′(ϕi))2 , V = diag
(︁
vii

)︁
.

Adjusted dependent variable has form

Ri = ηi + 1
vii

∂ℓ

∂ηi

= z⊤
i γ + ϕ2

i h′(ϕi)
u(δi)

(︁
di − δi

)︁
,

due to 1.12. The quantities can be written in matrix form,

V = − E ∂2ℓ

∂η∂η⊤ , R = η + V−1 ∂ℓ

∂η
.

Finally the updated estimate of γ is obtained as

γ∗ =
(︁
Z⊤VZ

)︁−1Z⊤VR.

This is slightly different form the Smyth [1989] approach to dispersion sub-
model. He used the fact, that density 1.10 mimics perfectly exponential family
and therefore the dispersion submodel corresponds to (at least in case of no prior
weights, otherwise the situation is bit more complicated) an ordinary GLM with
E di = δi, Var di = 2u(δi). The last component we do not know is the link
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function f(·). But this must satisfy f(δ) = z⊤γ and inverting the relationship
δ = s′(−1/ϕ) we can obtain

f ′(δ) = ϕ2

u(δ)h′(ϕ).

Now we can notice that knowing the derivative is sufficient to evaluate Ri and
vi. His derived formulas based on 1.11 and 1.4 then correspond to those which
we obtained.

We used the approach which is consistent with what is said to be implemented
in gamlss package. See Rigby and Stasinopoulos [2005, Appendix B]. Their
notation is more general, they do not provide any details to concrete distributions.
They present formula 1.12, which was a basis of our more detailed ideas.

The algorithm

The algorithm can be based on altering between iterations of β model and γ
model. Justification follows from orthogonality. Both W and Z are updated in
each iteration by β and moreover W by γ. Symetrically V and R are of course
updated by γ but this time it is R, which depends also on β. This holds at
least in density family 1.10 from Smyth [1989]. He also claims that the only
models that can be treated his way are Normal, Gamma and inverse Gaussian.
The approach from Rigby and Stasinopoulos [2005] seem to be not restricted
in any way. The orthogonality of all parameters holds only in several models that
are implemented. In such case RS algorithm can be safely used, the principle
is in altering submodels. See Rigby and Stasinopoulos [2005, Appendix B] for
the formulation. Our use of the algorithm is very simple, there are no random
effects, utility of semiparametric methods in our application is also limited, will
be discussed in application part. Discussion about RS algorithm is in Rigby and
Stasinopoulos [2005, p. 517-518]. The table of distributions is also provided, but I
would recommend documentation of gamlss.dist, which is updated up to 2021.

Smyth [1989] points that there are 3 natural ways how to interpret altering
between mean and dispersion model.

• β iteration followed by γ iteration, reweight and repeat until convergence
(this corresponds to proper interpretation of Fisher scoring).

• β iteration, reweight γ part before γ iteration, reweight. Repeat until
convergence. This is the same as the first one, only the information from
mean iteration is used sooner.

• Iterate β until convergence, reweight, iterate γ until convergence, reweight.
Repeat until convergence.

He claims that all versions lead to optimum. The formulation of RS algorithm
correspnds to the third way.
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1.4 Logistic model

Logistic regression is the well known model to fit data with binary response.
The two possible values of Y are denoted for convenience by 0 (fail) and 1 (succes).
The probability of success

p = P [Y = 1] = E [Y | x] = µ

is assumed to be connected with the covariates through β and a link function g(·),
that maps p ∈ (0, 1) on η ∈ R. The alternative distribution, which is the model
for Y , is member of the exponential family because the density with respect to
counting measure is

f (y; p) = py (1 − p)1−y = exp {x log p + (1 − x) log(1 − p)}

= exp
{︄

y log
Å

p

1 − p

ã
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

θ

+ log(1 − p)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
b(θ)

}︄
, y ∈ {0,1}.

Here one can easily derive that b(θ) = log(1 + eθ). There is no part c(y,ϕ) and
dispersion is ϕ = 1. From the canonical form of density we can see that the
canonical link such that η = θ is the logit link,

g(p) = logit(p) = log
Å

p

1 − p

ã
.

Inversly the modeled probability p in terms of linear predictor η = x⊤β is then

p = expit(η) = eη

1 + eη
.

This is the prefered link function in context of binary data. It is canonical and
the general conditions imposed on link functions are satisfied. The derivative of
link is

g′(p) = 1
p(1 − p) = 1

V (p) ⇒ w(p) = V (p)

Note that this is always true when the link function is canonical. The score
function has the simplified form

∂

∂β
ℓ (β) =

n∑︂
i=1

Ç
Yi − ex⊤

i β

1 + ex⊤
i β

å
xi

The IWLS weight matrix W has diagonal elements pi(1 − pi) and the adjusted
dependent variable takes form, after breaking down pi,

Zi = ηi + (1 + eηi)2

eηi

Å
Yi − eηi

1 + eηi

ã
.

The interpretation of the coefficients βj follows from relationship
p

1 − p
= exp{x⊤β}.

When xj moves to xj + dx then the odd of success changes eβjdx times.
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1.5 Partitioned model

Model for the binary data (logistic regression) and model for the strictly pos-
itive outcome (e.g. Gamma model) can be naturally connected into one model.
We will call this connection as the partitioned model. Such model can be useful
when there exists an apriori barrier (hurdle) and there is a reason to assume that
the behaviour of the outcome differs depending on wheather Y realizes above or
below the barrier.

Our motivation to use such model is the will to determine wheather the policy
is profitable or not, which creates the barrier in zero. The second driving motiva-
tion is that only few modelpoints end up as non-profitable, therefore we tend to
use a model for the positive outcome to model the majority of the portfolio. From
this follows the need to distiguish between the positive and negative modelpoints
and to not to waste the information stored in data, we should also model how
negative the modelpoint ends up. This can be modeled by some strictly negative
distribution.

Those ideas lead to Y with density in form

f(y) = pf1(y) + (1 − p)f2(y), y ∈ R, p ∈ (0, 1) (1.13)

where f1(·) and f2(·) are densities with support (0, ∞) and (−∞, 0) respectively.
Then the conditional density of Y given information 1{Y > 0} is

Y | Y > 0 ∼ f1 and Y | Y < 0 ∼ f2.

The model is provided by the assumption that Y is continous and particularly

P[Y = 0] = 0.

The parameters of main interest in densitiy f(·) are

p = P [Y > 0] µ1 =
∫︂

yf1(y)dy > 0 µ2 =
∫︂

yf2(y)dy < 0, (1.14)

because the modeled mean of Y has form

µ = p · µ1 + (1 − p) · µ2 (1.15)

due to linearity of the integral.
The distribution 1.13 is a case of mixture distribution, where there is an empty

intersection between supports of the undelying densities, which enter the mixture.
Up to my knowledge, the most similar model to this one, which has practical ap-
plications and is commonly discussed in a literature, is the zero inflated count
model. Such models are discussed for example in Winkelmann [2003]. The basic
example is zero-inflated Poisson regression. Here f1(·) stands for truncated Pois-
son distribution on support {1, 2, . . . }, with mean λ modeled as exp{x⊤β} and
the probability p = P[Y = 0] explained separately by the logit regression. The
f2(·) part is trivial as it is density of a random variable that is almost surely 0.

It is intuitive, that estimating model parts separately should be correct me-
thod, if there are no dependencies between parameters of different model parts.
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By this we mean to estimates logistic regression applied on data Xi = 1{Yi > 0}.
Then estimate some positive outcome model (e.g. Gamma log-link or Gamma
log-link with flexible dispersion) applied on Yi such that Yi > 0. Then estimate
negative outcome model applied on Yi such that Yi < 0. This can be any positive
outcome model applied on −Yi. This intuition is formalized by following lines.

L(Y ) =
n∏︂

i=1

pif1(Yi) + (1 − pi)f2(Yi)

=
∏︂

i:Yi>0

pif1(Yi)
∏︂

i:Yi<0

(1 − pi)f2(Yi)

=
n∏︂

i=1

{︂
pi1{Yi > 0} + (1 − pi)1{Yi < 0}

}︂
⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

Logistic likelihood

∏︂
i:Yi>0

f1(Yi)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Y >0 model

∏︂
i:Yi<0

f2(Yi)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
Y <0 model

Let p depend on parameters α. Let f1 depend on β1 and f2 on β2, say. Then
maximizing log-likelihood can be done by estimating the 3 parts separately and
in arbitrary order. It is clear that score function breaks to subvectors

U =

Ñ
Uα

Uβ1

Uβ2

é
with each being dependent only on it’s own subset of parameters. The information
matrix or Fisher information is hence block diagonal.

I =

Ñ
Iα 0 0
0 Iβ1 0
0 0 Iβ2

é
These 3 models share the same covariates zi but do not have to share the same
tranformation of covariates to regressors. Flexibility in this transformation arises
from these issues:

• effect of a covariate might not be linear

• interaction terms

• covariates that seem to be insignificant might be ommited

Here I write down some findings about testing parameters in the partitioned
model. Testing the parameters follows mostly from the fact that each model is
GLM. The likelihood is decomposed to independent parts,

ℓ = ℓα + ℓβ1 + ℓβ2 . (1.16)

So if we want to test hypothesis about logistic model Mα – exapmle of such
hypothesis is

H0 : α1 = · · · = αk = 0
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– we can use LR test defined in 1.8 for logit model. The same principle holds for
testing in models Mβ1 and Mβ2 . To test across the models, hypothesis about Mα

and Mβ1 simultanously, say

H0 : α1 = · · · = αj = 0 ∧ β11 = · · · = β1k = 0,

again the separated likelihood ratios are sufficient. The sum of the two log-
likelihood ratios 1.8 on j + k degrees of freedom should be used in this situation.
The justification follows from 1.16. If we want to test the equality of some
parameters within one model, say

H0 : αj = αk

then it can be handeled by both LR test or Wald test for linear combination.
The situation is different if we want to test equality of parameters across different
models, the example of such hypothesis could be

H0 : β1j = β2k.

Then Wald test for linear combination can be derived, but likelihood ratio test
can not. The reason is that we are not able to estimate such submodel, because
the structure of the information matrix will be more complicated, it will not be
block diagonal anymore. Anyway, the motivation for such test is rare because as
we mentioned, the structure of regressors is generally different and comparism of
the parameters among different models has no interpretation in many cases.

The diagnostic methods for zero inflated count models, which we take as a
junction to study the partitioned model, are nicely discussed in article Feng et al.
[2020]. The authors define both Pearson and deviance residuals for zero inflated
count models. This serves as motivation for us to define these quantities also in
our situation, which is little bit more complicated. Recall that E Yi is given by
formula 1.15. We define the fitted values as

µˆ︁i = ˆ︁pi µˆ︁1i + (1 − ˆ︁pi)µˆ︁2i. (1.17)

Note that for each i one of µˆ︁1i and µˆ︁2i is always a fitted value and the other is a
prediction. The raw residuals are

rR
i = Yi − µˆ︁i.

An alternative raw residuals would arise naturally if we decide to predict Y by
an alternative way,

µˆ︁i =

⎧⎨⎩µˆ︁1i, if ˆ︁pi > 1
2 ,

µˆ︁2i, if ˆ︁pi < 1
2 .

This is understandably less preferable method from mathematical point of view.
The Pearson residuals are generally defined as raw residuals divided by the

standard deviation. Let us denote

v = Var Y v1 = Var[Y | Y > 0] v2 = Var[Y | Y < 0].
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For the non-central moment holds

E
[︁
Y 2]︁ = p

∫︂
y2f1(y)dy⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞

v1+µ2
1

+(1 − p)
∫︂

y2f2(y)dy⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
v2+µ2

2

Therefore

v = E
[︁
Y 2]︁− [E Y ]2 = p

(︁
v1 + µ2

1
)︁

+ (1 − p)(v2 + µ2
2) − µ2

Now we have everything needed to define Pearson residuals as

rP
i = Yi − µˆ︁i√ˆ︁vi

. (1.18)

The definition of deviance residuals is also possible. One can start with
general principle that they are defined as contribution to overall deviance. Each
observation has 2 contributions. The first is contribution to logit deviance and
second is contribution to exactly one mean model. The remaining mean model
has zero contribution. The contributions can be decomposed similarly as log-
likelihood in 1.16. If we take into account that contributions to D∗

α, D∗
β1

and
D∗

β2
are standardized deviance residuals in separate models, then one can obtain

expression which uses deviance residuals of the undelying models. This makes
the implementation in R easy.

rD
i =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
sgn {Yi − µˆ︁i}

»
(rα,i)2 + (rβ1,i)2 if Yi > 0

sgn {Yi − µˆ︁i}
»

(rα,i)2 + (rβ2,i)2 if Yi < 0
(1.19)

The {rα,i} denotes deviance residuals in logit model, {rβ1,i} are deviance resid-
uals in positive model (the indexation is same as in original dataset, definition
makes sense only for i : Yi > 0) and {rβ2,i} analogically. For mean models, stan-
dardization is needed, in logit model not because ϕ = 1. One can make sure that
sum of squares of these entities gives 2 times log likelihood ratio.
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2. Profitability model
Calculating the value of a policy (or a portfolio of policies) is vital activ-

ity for every life insurance company. Generally, these calculations are based on
projection of future cash flow. Cash flow describes the future income and lia-
bilities resulting from owning the life policies, with particular timestep. We use
1 year granularity but in practice the calculations are more accurate. Often on
weekly basis. The cash flow resulting from life policies is always random. But by
profitability we mean the projection (expectation).

Many assumptions enter such model. Some of them describe some probabil-
ities, for example probability of death, lapse or other random events. Some are
projections of certain cashflows which occur every year but there is an uncertainty
about the amount, for example administration expenses. Such assumptions are
based on past experiences.

Policy terms are always reflected in the structure of the cashflows. These
policy terms are usually described by a set of scalar parameters. The other
very important component is the acquisition. Acquisition of life policies is often
outsourced to policy agents. The insurance company and agents agreed on a
payoff for new policy and their agreement results to some commission structure.

Next important input is assumption about future returns, which are random.
Life insurer reinvests the earned premiums and generates return, then splitted
between insurer and client.

There is always an uncertainty in future behaviour of market and portfolio.
Cash flow models try to project the future development for a long time ahaed and
the validity of the assumptions is always very complicted question. Therefore a set
of different assumptions (life tables, lapses e.t.c.) are considered for the portfolio
to cover uncertainty about the future development. Each combination of the
assumptions is called scenario. Then value of the portfolio is calculated for each
scenario and gives an idea how the portfolio ends up for different scenarios. This
is basis for the solvency calculations.

Other applications require a single value as the output. In our situation, this
is the case. This means that one scenario is fixly chosen and the result is a single
value for each policy. We will call this output as Expected present value of
future cash flow (EPVCF). This is the variable of our main interest. It serves
as the response in regression models.

2.1 Model structure

All policies that enter the model are for the same product. The basic descrip-
tion is that it is the most popular life insurance product, the Endowment. This
means the same sum insured is paid in case of death and in case of survival. Pre-
mium is paid annually over whole duration of the policy. Policyholder has right
on surrender in case of lapse and has right on excess returns from his savings
premiums in case of death/survival and also in case of lapse.
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The design of the cash flow model follows from consultations with RNDr. Mar-
tin Janeček Ph.D. who is managing director of actuarial consultation company
Tools4F. He suggested that such models produce interesting data and there is a
demand on explaining such data with regression methods.

Premium and reserve

Consider policy with given entrance age, policy duration and sum in-
sured. The net premiums are usually calculated using the official life tables,
in Czech Republic are mortality tables published by ČSÚ. Gender must not be
the variable which affects the premiums, therefore unisex life tables are used for
the purpose of pricing. Technical interest rate comes into the calculation of
net premium. Nowadays technical interest rate is often set to 0% and the time
value of the money is reflecetd only in creating excess return fund. Commuta-
tion functions are useful tool for evaluating liabilities from life insurance or life
annuities. Recall that liability for endowment is

Ax:n = Mx − Mx+n + Dx+n

Dx

and life annuity in advance can be written in the form

äx:n = Nx − Nx+n

Dx

Using the well known principle of equivalence, the net annual premium is

NAP = SI · Ax:n

äx:n

Net annual premium and the principle of equivalence usually serve as the basis for
calculation of the gross annual premium. Various expenses can be included in
the calculation, proportional to sum insured or gross premium, paid by a single
payment or until the policy is alive e.t.c. The structure we use takes in account the
very significant acquisition expense, which is the α = 70% of the gross premium,
paid at the beginning of the policy, and the expense loading δ = 15%. In this
setup the gross annual premium becomes

GAP = SI · Ax:n

(äx:n − α) (1 − δ)

The way how the gross premium is calculated can vary. Typically it is calcu-
lated from principle of equivalence, taking in account some expense structure
and loading, similarly as we do. The parameters might be calibrated with differ-
ent purpose on the background and often, from our point of view, the premium
structure in practice is just a table with coordinates x, n, SI. We do not have to
know the mechanism behind. But we had to make some decision for our model
and the parametric approach was the natural choice.

Net premium reserve (NPR) is another well known quantity in life in-
surance. It serves as the surrender in case of lapse. One view is that reserve
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describes theoretical accounting liability, because value of the future cashflows is
always negative at policy year k > 0, if the policy is alive. This gives the following
definition.

Vk = Ax+k:n−k − NAP · äx+k:n−k k = 0, 1, . . . , n

Another view is that it is created by savings premiums. We know that net
premium can be decomposed to savings and risk part. Savings part creates the
net premium reserve and the risk part covers loss from the expected deaths.

Vk+1 =
(︁
Vk + πS

k

)︁
(1 + TIR).

The quantities NAP, GAP and NPR are based on the so called first order
assumptions.

Projecting cash flows

Now we move to cash flow modelling, which describes the best possible ap-
proximation of reality. The assumptions entering this model are called second
order assumptions. In life insurance one has to consider that gender is signif-
icant predictor of mortality. Life tables in practice can be even more detailed,
not only gender might the factor, but also policy duration or entrance age can
even more increase dimensionality of life tables.

Another typical behaviour of an endowment portfolio is that mortality is usu-
ally lower than average mortality in society. This is caused mainly by these
issues:

• People who underwrite a life insurance have usually higher living standards.
On the other hand, people from social strata that are less interested in life
insurance (e.g. homeless people) have higher mortality.

• It is known that liability from endowment, despite it is not obvious, is higher
when mortality increases. Therefore when entering endowment contract,
the insured person has to go through the medical check-up.

Lower mortality is mathematicly reflected in lower {qx}. A frequently used as-
sumption is that qx are multiplied by a constant factor and the base are life tables
from ČSÚ. This was also our approach, the factor is set to 70% in both male and
female table.

Reduction of a portfolio in practice is strongly affected by lapses. Lapses are
described by decrements {lk} analogous to {qx} but this time the rate depends
on policy year k = 0,1, . . . ,n. Again, in practice, lapse decrement tables can vary
with other variables, such as entrance age, gender, product or policy duration.
Mixing of multiple decrements is known problematics, here the notation is little
bit unpleasant because {qx} and {lk} depend on different variable. The notation
I would suggest is as follows.
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px,k = (1 − qx+k)(1 − lk) qx,k = 1 − px,k

k˜︁px =
k−1∏︂
i=0

(1 − qx+i)(1 − li)

˜︁qx+k = qx,k
log(1 − qx+k)

log px,k

˜︁lk = qx,k
log(1 − lk)

log px,k

The fact that insurer reinvests premiums on the finantial market implies need
of some assumption about the future returns. Insurance companies are con-
servative investors. Substantial part of their finantial assets make bonds. In our
calculations, we follow spot yield curve published by EIOPA, the EU financial
regulatory institution. Yield curves from EIOPA are used for evaluating market
risk of bonds. There are 2 shock scenarios for the curve (up and down) and the
impact on market value of the portfolio is examined. These curves serve as the
input for SCR calculations, understandably the up scenario is more important
because it pulls market price down.

The curve which we use, is the basic risk-free curve for CZK. It is a spot curve
on yearly basis, published every month. From this curve we calculate discout
factors

vt = 1
(1 + Rt)t

and the forward rates

ft,t+1 = (1 + Rt+1)t+1

(1 + Rt)t − 1

which serve as projections of future spot rates, which are random. These serve
for the projection of excess return fund. Insurance companies use to share
the returns, as the representative of the invested capital serves the net premium
reserve. Contributions to the fund are calculated as

Ft+1 = Ft + 80% (Vk + NAP) (fk,k+1 − TIR)+

so 80% of the excess return goes to policyholder and 20% to the insurer.
The only income cash flow for the insurance company is the collected gross

premium. Expected present value of future gross premiums is

n−1∑︂
k=0

GAP · vk · k˜︁px

The liability for the case of death is

n−1∑︂
k=0

(SI + Fk+1) · vk+1 · k˜︁px · ˜︁qx+k
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and for the case of survival

(SI + Fn) · vn · n˜︁px

Policyholder has always right on the surrender, which is usually calculated
as net premium reserve minus some administation fee, say 1%. Often he has right
also for the excess return fund. Often the policy terms are that no surrender is
paid in case of lapse during the first policy year. This is understandable from
the view of insurer because the real lapse rates during first policy years are very
high. These issues can be written in mathematical expression for the liability as

n−1∑︂
i=d

(Surk+1 + Fk+1) · vk+1 · k˜︁px · ˜︁lk
Commission in life insurance is very imporant expense. Commissions are

usually derived from the gross annual premium. Initial commission is very high,
can be about 80% of the first year premium payment. The proportion is typically
lower and lower with policy year, or the commission can be splitted to initial and
then the same rate, say 4%, applied as the renewal commission, paid until the
policy is alive. We have implemented a general sutup, commission rates are the
input, paid until policy alive. The liability has form

n−1∑︂
k=0

αk · GAP · vk · k˜︁px

In case of lapse during the first policy year, the insurance agent often pays claw-
back to the insurer. Present value of clawbacks decreases the liability. It can be
expressed as

clw · α0 · GAP · v1 · ˜︁l0
Of course the clawback structure in practice can be more complicated, but the
most important loss that needs to be covered using the clawback (or by postponed
surrender) occurs during first year or two.

Underwriting the policy means also additional administration expenses.
The initial expense is usually higher, the medical check-up can play role here.
Moreover one has to consider that there might be some inflation in these expenses.
Expenses proportional to sum insured or gross premium are not very used on this
place in practice, the good approximation is some constant cashflow, independent
of the policy parameters. The projection is usually splitted into two parts. First
can be interpreted as the projection from the current point of view. Second is an
assumption about the growth in the future reflected in some inflation rate. Then
projected cashflow to the future is

CFk = ek (1 + infl)k

and the estimated liability is
n−1∑︂
k=0

ek (1 + infl)k · vk · k˜︁px.
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Sum of these discounted cash flows gives the model output, the profitability,
or, in other words, the expected present value of future cash flows – EPVCF. We
often call this enitity EPVCF instead of profitability, because it basically says
exactly what it is.

Calibration of the model is very sensitive task. In practice it follows from
expert judgement and/or past experiences. Assumptions mentioned during our
explanation are calibrated as follows from tables 2.1 and 2.2. Those values follow
form the experiences of my consultant RNDr. Martin Janeček Ph.D.

Policy Lapses Comm. Expense
year lk αk ek

0 30% 70% 2000
1 15% 30% 800
2 10% 4% 800
3 5% 4% 800
4 5% 4% 800
... ... ... ...

Table 2.1: Calibration of second order tables for the cash flow model.

Surr. Shared Surr.Clawback postpone excess ret. fee Inflation TIR

70% 0 y 80% 1% 2% 1%

Table 2.2: Calibration of scalar inputs for the cash flow model.

2.2 Implementation

I decided to implement the model in Python, using Jupyter notebook. It turns
out as the adequate environment for such task, the programmer is able to write
comments between chunks of code, moreover using TEX syntax allows mathe-
matical expressions if needed.

Implementation leans mostly on pandas and numpy. Various tables which
enter the model can be treted with pandas.DataFrame. The tables are treated
in Excel for easy modification. The cash flow modelling is whole in numpy, which
allows easy manipulation with arrays. The consequence is that the resulting code
can be symbolic and transparent.

The idea of implementation is that the insurance product is defined in a class.
Each policy is an instance of class Endowment. See the brief structure of the
implementaion.
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class Endowment:
...
_init_(x,n,gender,SI,date)
...
EPVCF()
...
summary()
...

The tables with assumptions, mortality tables, e.t.c. are attainable, if needed,
as class attributes. Policy specific quantities are attainable as instance atributes.
The core calculations are implemented in method EPVCF(). The outputs are
again treted with pandas and exported for the statistical part in R. The example
of the outputs from the model is following.

x n gender SI GAP EPVCF YC
0 45 25 F 1100000 50199.13 30994.53 Sep.21
1 51 5 M 1500000 403319.19 12112.94 Sep.21
2 18 20 M 1300000 71932.04 25811.25 Sep.21
:
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3. Application
At the time of underwriting, there are some essential measurable variables

which determine the profitability of a potential contract – policy parameters and
interest rate market conditions reflected in yield curve.

• policy terms of product . . . determines the structure of cashflows

• x . . . entrance age

• n . . . policy duration

• gender

• SI . . . sum insured

• GAP . . . gross annual premium

• YC . . . current yield curve

For our purpose the product always means the Endowment product which was
developed in chapter 2. Various simplifications were used in the model unlike
the real models in practice, we already discussed them. Despite this, our believe
is that complexity of the model is satisfactory. We believe that many patterns
in generated data, which we expose, can be present more generally, arise from
natural behaviour of such data.

Entrance age, policy duration and the sum insured are determining for gross
annual premium. As we mentioned, the calculation of premium is based on
classical approach with net premium loaded by some expenses and the expense
loading δ, or the mechanism might be unknown for us and in this case we can treat
the premiums simply like table with coordinates x, n, SI. Gender of the insured
person does not affect the premium but immediatelly becomes a factor which
determines the profitability.

The yield curve is slightly different type of quantity because it varies in time.
It stores information about current market conditions at the time of underwrit-
ting. Identical policies underwritten at different times have different profitabili-
ties. Yield curves in the future are random, we need to consider that and use the
past experiences with yield curves, which resulted to different profitabilities, to
adjust when a new yield curve becomes present. Those ideas lead to regression
model

EPVCF ∼ x + n + SI + GAP + gen + YCt.
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3.1 Data

Inputs of the cash flow model are variables

{x, n, SI, gen, YCt} , GAP is calulated.

The portfolio is constructed from all meaningful combinations, following structure
suggested my consultant.

x = 15:61, by = 3
n = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

gen = M/F
SI = 100 000 : 1 500 000, by = 100 000

YC = 23 curves, Dec 19–Oct 21

After taking cartesean product, it makes 66240 = 16 × 6 × 2 × 15 × 23 obser-
vations. For each combination of variables, the cash flow model calculates gross
annual premium and profitability. See the form of the output in chapter 2.2. This
portfolio contains policies with x = 60 and n = 30. Such policies do not exist,
the maturity age usually do not exceed 75. So our final portfolio is the subset,
such that

x + n < 75

which leads to number of observations

nobs = 57 270.

This is the data set used in this chapter. All models are estimated on this
dataset, although many figures like scatter plots or residual plots, contain only
small sample. In such plots we usually used 500–700 points.

Let us start with exploration of the data. On the figure 3.1 we show histogram
of the profitability, underlying data set is the portfolio with 57 270 observations.
The vertical line represents border between profitable and loss making policies.
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Figure 3.1: Histogram of the cartesean product portfolio.
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In practice it is rare that all possible policies were equally frequent, we could
adjust for this by some prior weights. Those could be integer, and follow a real
portfolio, or continous and reflect some idea about the frequencies. Note that in
our application, the same covariates would always produce the same response.
Therefore model with expanded form of data should be equivalent to model with
integer weights. But this is not true in any statistical model. The model with
expanded form of data has allways more powerful tests. This creates paradox,
which we have to accept when working with such synthetic data. This is also
reason why we cannot follow p-values. We can attain arbitrary significance only
by adding new observations, choosing smoother division for variables, e.t.c. Note
that confidence intervals have no interpretation, because the data will be always
identical, given fixed covariates.

Plot 3.2 illustrates two histograms on a single figure. We can explore how the
shape of density varies, depending on gender. It is no doubt that female policies
are more profitable. This is caused by fact that endowment policies are generally
more profitable when mortality is lower.
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of profitability for male and female.

Violin plot 3.3 shows how the density varies with policy duration. Some
durations are merged into one group. We used the ggplot2 package and the related
function geom violin().
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Figure 3.3: Violin plot of profitability subject to policy duration n.
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Property of the data is that any dependencies can be hardly seen from simple
tools like scatter plots or box plots. Dependence on other covariates is very
strong and such plots do not provide very useful information, without fixing
other variables or removing their effects.

What we can observe is a dependence on SI on scatter plot 3.4. The x axis
is little bit shaked with normal errors, we ofted do this on figures when plotting
the variables with discrete values, from understandable reasons.
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Figure 3.4: Dependence of profitability on sum insured.

Finally we show the histogram of the gross annual premiums, which is calcu-
lated in the cash flow model and will enter the regression model. We can observe
a significant skewness to the right. This might be interesting in context that x, n
and SI are set to be uniform.
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Figure 3.5: Histogram gross annual premium.
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3.2 Yield curves

Yield curve is a time varying assumption which has an impact on profitability
of the life policies. Information about yield curves from the past, which resulted
to different profitabilities, must be considered. The variability of the curve during
last 2 years can be examined from plot 3.6, we plot all 23 curves.
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Figure 3.6: Spot yield curves observed monthly from Dec 2019 to Oct 2021.

It is vital question, how information about the curve should be propagated
into the regression model. Yield curve is very multi-dimensional object, but
it is clear that their shapes are quite similar and correlation between different
maturities is high. The great dimension reduction would be to choose some
subset of maturities. Another apprach could be to take the average level or some
similar quantity. This becomes more similar to principal components, the way
we decided to go. And it lead to success. The correlation matrix of yield curve
shows strong positive dependencies, even between most diverse maturities. See
the figure 3.7. Package corrplot can be used for such display.
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Figure 3.7: Correlation matrix of spot rates.
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PCA is applied on centered and scaled data. More precisely, the data matrix
has structure

X =

Ö
YC⊤

1
...

YC⊤
23

è
=

Ñ
i1 ... i30

é
.

The realization in R is following.

prcomp(data,scale = TRUE)

Variances of principal components are also eigenvalues of the sample variance
matrix, which is almost singular, in fact it can be approximated by matrix with
rank only 2. This can be seen from plot 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Variance plot of principal components.

Principal components can be plotted, there is a natural order of the observa-
tions given by the time line. See the dvelopment of PCs on figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Principal components.
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From figure 3.9 we can observe the decreasing variance of principal compo-
nents – the third principal component PC3 is almost constant compared to PC1.
What next we can observe is that the changes in time are relativly continous.
This is an expected behaviour.

Principal components are the variables which approximate the linear span of
original data,

L {i1, . . . , i30} ≈ L {PC1, . . . ,PCk} .

We decided for number on components k = 2. Other eigenvalues are negligible
as follows from plot 3.8. Loadings of PC1 and PC2 are the contributions of
different maturities to each principal component. The loadings δ1, δ2 are equal to
eigenvectors of the variance matrix. They are orthogonal and have unit norm.
The loadings are plotted on figure 3.10, order of the variables is naturally given
by maturity in years.
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Figure 3.10: Loadings of first 2 principal components.

What is interesting on this figure is that δ1 is almost constant and therefore
PC1 is very similar to an average. The only difference is the negative sign and the
loadings on different scale than 1/n, but this can be ommited. We can interpret
this principal component as the overall level.

Principal components can be transformed back to original variables. The
loadings for back transformation are just rows of eigenvector matrix. Using decent
number of PCs (in our case k = 2) we can obtain an approximation of the data,
which entered PCA. Then we recenter and rescale (if scaling was used) these data
back, and we obtain an approximation of the original variables. This is shown
on figure 3.11. The original yield curves are plotted together with these fitted
variables to justify that the loss of information was not substantial. We can see
an almost perfect match and that quite diverse shapes of the yield curve were
explained by PC1 and PC2.
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Figure 3.11: Comparism of yield curves and their approximations.
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3.3 Linear Regression

Goal of this chapter is to build a linear model symbolically described as

EPVCF ∼ x + n + SI + GAP + gen + YCt.

Linear regression serves as junction for understanding how these variables, which
we treat as covariates, affect the profitability, which we treat as response. Mo-
tivations for constructing such linear model (or generally any regression model)
are mainly following.

• Interpretation, understanding how variables affect the response. Cash flow
model does a complex calculation and we cannot judge how variables affect
the output. Without building a proper regression model and removing
effects of other variables, we are not able to judge the effect of each variable
with basic statistical plots.

• Prediction, to be able to quickly judge how profitable the policy is, with-
out running the cashflow model or without searching results in some large
dataset. We search for some handy predictor.

Building the model

From natural behaviour of our application, the vital part of building the model
is to choose proper tranformations of covariates into regressors and to include
right interactions. Effects of single covariates can be studied with scatter plots.
Such scatter plots contain useful information only if we fix other covariates (or
choose some intervals for the continous one). Moving with this nuisance covariate
can show whether the effect changes, this indicates an interaction between them.
This can be done, I used for example manipulate package for moving nuisance
covariates together with subsets of data by dplyr syntax. Let us write down the
findings.

• Effect of x is not vital.

• Effect of n is non-linear, the form

n = n + n1/2

seems to be optimal, but replacement of n1/2 with n2 gives similar results.
Adding more terms does not bring much joy.

• Effect of SI is linear, the visible interaction is with n, this can be seen from
figure 3.12. Value of n changes effect of SI and in the symmetric manner,
as we know, value of SI changes effect of n.

• Effect of GAP is linear. Higher order terms do not bring much joy.

• Effect of gender is significant and interactions with other variables are
present.
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Figure 3.12: Interaction between policy duration and sum insured.

• YC enters the model through term PC = PC1 + PC2.

Interactions appeared to be very important for the model. We need to choose
them carefully and make some compromise between number of parameters and
quality of the fit. Here I should note that statistical significance is little bit
missleading. In such model almost everything is significant, in my opinion this is
caused be these issues.

1. Data is synthetic. Output is, indeed complex, but still deterministic func-
tion of covariates.

2. Number of the observations is huge and hence the power of the tests.

We decided to try 2 ways of building the model.

1. Include all effects and second order interactions, then choose the most im-
portant interactions subject to Anova table of type III. This can be sym-
bolically described as

EPVCF ∼
(︁
x + n + SI + GAP + gen + PC

)︁2

2. Include all effects and second order interactions and interact all with gender.
This can be written as

EPVCF ∼
(︁
x + n + SI + GAP + PC

)︁2 : gen (3.1)

Then remove some of the 2 way interactions subject to Anova table type III.
Note that this model contains some 3 way interations with gender.

The second approach comes out as succesfull. The first formulation really suf-
fers with missing interaction effects, divided subject to gender. Our final choice
follows the order of explained sum of squares in the Anova table 3.1. We used the
anova formulation of the model and all terms (except intercept) are hence inter-
acted with gender – we do not write it for better readability. Note that degrees
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of freedom match with this. We do not provide p-values, all are close to zero, see
the column with F statistics, which are really far from critical values. Order of
sum of squares and order of F values both agree on the following structure, which
extracts the most important terms,

EPVCF ∼
(︁
x + n + SI + GAP + gen + PC

+ n : GAP + n : SI + SI : PC
)︁

: gen.
(3.2)

See that we made a change, which causes that also the intercept is interacted
with gender. Now the model is completly divided by gender.

Term(:gen) Sum Sq Df F value
Intercept 220 1 216.77
x 240 2 118.30
n 4871 4 1198.20
SI 24262 2 11937.28
GAP 15866 2 7806.27
PC 1423 4 350.03
x : n 552 4 135.69
n : SI 19848 4 4882.90
n : GAP 136177 4 33500.81
n : PC 4300 8 528.89
x : SI 93 2 45.67
x : GAP 142 2 69.97
x : PC 629 4 154.85
SI : GAP 7 2 3.22
SI : PC 12989 4 3195.48
GAP : PC 3653 4 898.55
Residuals 58145 57217

Table 3.1: Anova type III table of linear model in form 3.1.

Let us present the output of linear model lm() with formula 3.2 in brief
summary table 3.2. Model has 28 parameters, 14 for each gender. Unfortunatelly,
at at this point we have to give up an interpretation of the model. The formula
with 14 parameters is complex – effect of n is non linear and interactions even
more complicate the situation. Principal components are generally also hard to
interpret but in our case we found interpretation at least for PC1, see chapter 3.2.

Fit df 28
Res. df 57 242
R2 0.9899
σ̂ 1 135 CZK
Res. max 5 836 CZK
Res. min -6 315 CZK

Table 3.2: Summary of linear model 3.2.
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Table 3.2 shows that model fits data very well. Proportion of explained vari-
ance attacks 99%. We managed to reduce the number of terms and at the same
time we held the anova type structure with short and readable notation.
Remark. One have to be careful when interpreting effect of GAP. Gross annual
premium is always connected to x, n, and SI. The interpretation like ”if we change
GAP by some value, then EPVCF changes this much”, is incorrect. Model does
not offer answer for this question. The formal reason is that this is out of sample
space for covariates.

Diagnostics

Residual plot of model 3.2 is shown on figure 3.13. We can observe that
residuals do not follow any trend, which is a good sign that specification of the
model is fine. Residuals are nicely distributed around zero.
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Figure 3.13: Residuals of the linear model.

What next we can see is that distribution is not very consistent. We can
observe that for smaller fitted there is a cluster with very small variance compared
to the rest and then some outliers. The second pattern is that variance seems to
increase together with fitted.

Let us look at the residual plot and include an additional information about
the covariates. Such plots help us understand the structure of residuals. The
most interesting I find the following figures.

On figure 3.14 we show residual vs. fitted where points are distiguished with
color subject to the value of sum insured. We can observe that strong correlation
between response and SI, which we are expecting. We can see that variance of
residuals is higher in territories with higher sum insured.

On second figure 3.15 we show the residuals vs. fitted with points distin-
guished by policy duration. This plot offers different conclusions. We can observe
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Figure 3.14: Residuals and sum insured.

a cluster with very small variance for policies with higher n and then a cluster
with high variance for policies with n = 5. In ideal situation such clusters should
not be present, this clearly contradicts the property Var [Y | x] = σ2.
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Figure 3.15: Residuals and policy duration.

Flexible dispersion

When we observe that model has such discrepancies as we proved by figures
3.14 and 3.15, we have two options. We can accept the common σ̂ = 1 135 CZK
and ignore them or we can model the σ2 using GLM with varying dispersion,
as we do. Varying dispersion approach brings real improvement for our model.
First, model will no longer break the assumptions. Secound, the modelled sigma
gives more accurate estimation of variance. We can better judge how variable the
response can be.
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Normal linear model with varying dispersion can be studied by the framework
from chapter 1.3 but the situation is in case of normal model quite simple. We
know that normal linear model is special case of GLM, the dispersion parameter
is the variance, ϕ = σ2. Dispersion parameter is typically modelled with log link,
to ensure non-negativity. The form, which leads to success in our model is

σ2 = exp {n + SI} (3.3)

Covariate n enters the dispersion model matrix with the same transformation
n + n1/2 as it enters the mean. Deviances are simply

di = (Yi − µi)2

and for true β follow χ2 distribution, which is special case of Gamma. The mean
δi is exactly σ2

i and this implies that dispersion submodel is ordinary Gamma
model with log link and model formula 3.3. Notation in R is following.

gamlss(formula, sigma.formula, family = NO("identity","log"))

Algorithm converges in 10 iterations, it takes couple of seconds on this quite
large dataset. The default residuals in gamlss object are normalized quantile
residuals which are defined as

rQ
i = Φ−1

¶
F
Ä
Yi, µˆ︁i, ˆ︁ϕi

ä©
Motivation for such definition is clear. Evaluated in true parameters they follow
exactly normal distribution N (0, 1). For more details see Smyth and Dunn [1996].
In case of normal linear model, the quantile, Pearson and deviance residuals all
coincide to

ri = Yi − µˆ︁iˆ︁σi

.

Residuals of the model are presented on figure 3.16. We can see that now we
obtain a desired residual plot. The increasing trend of variance with mean has
disappeared, this was mostly explained by dependence on SI. Now, if we compare
this residual plot with 3.15, the points with different color are mixed up and do
not create clusters anymore. This is a sign that dependence of residuals on n has
disappeared.

On figure 3.17 we plot the fitted sigma

ˆ︁σ =
(︁
exp

{︁
z⊤ˆ︁γ}︁)︁1/2

against the fitted mean ˆ︁µ. We can explore how the modelled standard deviation
varies for different observations. The diversity in predicted σ is really large, it
varies from 185 CZK to 3 662 CZK.

Next question which arised after using gamlss is how much has β̂ changed.
See figure 3.18, where we plot the raw residuals ri = Yi − ˆ︁µi against the fitted
values in ordinary linear model lm() together with raw residuals in gamlss().
We can see that overall look changed only negligibly. From the figure 3.18 it
can be difficult to see how much has µˆ︁i changed for particular i. On next plot,
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Figure 3.16: Residuals of the linear model with varying dispersion.
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Figure 3.17: Fitted σ against fitted µ.

figure 3.19, these distances are emphesized. One end of the line is point from
lm() model and the other end point from gamlss() model. We can observe some
clusters with big change and some with negligable change.

Plot 3.20 shows comparism of the residuals again sum insured. On the left
hand side are residuals in lm() model, on the right quantile residuals from
gamlss() model. We can see how that unpleasant dependence of σ ∼ SI dis-
appears.

On the last figure 3.21 we show the residual Q-Q plot of gamlss() model.
According to this figure, some skewness to the left is present.
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Figure 3.18: Compare of raw residual plots in two models.
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Figure 3.19: Distances of fitted values between lm and gamlss.
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Figure 3.20: Residuals against SI – comparism of two models.
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Figure 3.21: Q-Q plot of residuals from gamlss model.
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Further discussion

If there is any lack of fit, then the most responsible variable from the set
of covariates is yield curve. The reason is that relationship on spot rates can
hardly be linear and that will probably hold also for principal components. See
plot 3.22, the residuals against PC1 and PC2. Red line on the figure is loess().
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Figure 3.22: Residuals against principal components and loess smooth.

Figure 3.22 indicates that we should use polynomial of at least third degree
to model the effect of PC1 and PC2 properly. Such model has coefficient of
determination about R2 = 0.9955. This reduces σ roughly to half. But of course
disadvantages are all the extra parameters and at the same time we attempt to
model 23 curves with 6 parameters, which is not very pleasant solution.

Elimination of the trend after adding these additional terms is shown on figure
3.23. We can conclude that residuals show no sign of trend anymore. From Q-Q
plot 3.24 it is notable that the left skewness of residuals is also less present.
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Figure 3.23: Model with additional PC terms and loess smooth.
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Figure 3.24: Q-Q plot of gamlss with additional PC terms.
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3.4 Gamma Regression

Goal of this chapter is to build Gamma model for profitable policies, the
policies such that

EPVCF > 0.

We use an information about the 6 variables and model the response in form

EPVCF ∼ x + n + SI + GAP + gen + YCt.

We will allways keep logarithmic link in connetion with Gamma because it is a
natural choice for Gamma distribution. Use of identity link brings no invention
compared to normal linear model and it causes problems, because as there is no
gap between observations and zero, in other words that some observations are
accumulated around zero, then predictions might be negative. For such applica-
tion the identity link together with Gamma model is not a good choice. On the
other hand, there are motivations to use Gamma log link model, those are mainly
following.

1. Variance of the response increases with mean. It seems that there might be
a linear dependence σ ∼ µ and in this case Gamma serves as choice because
it holds

Var Y = ϕ · µ2

for a Gamma random variable.

2. We search for some model for strictly positive data. Most policies are
profitable and for such policies it would be desirable to find model with
multiplicative interpretation.

Underlying theory for Gamma regression can be found in chapters 1.1 and 1.2.
Building the model appeared to be more challanging task than it has been in linear
model. We have to be careful with the amount of parameters because models with
too many parameters suffer with worse diagnostic plots. The tranformations of
covariates that appeared to be successful are following.

• x remains without transformation

• n is again modelled by term with 2 degrees of freedom, but this time the
transformation is n = n + log n

• YC is modelled by first principal component PC1

• SI enters with log transformation as log SI

• GAP remains without transformation
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Choice of the proper transformations is based on principles like lower deviance
or better residual plots again covariates. The log link makes the situation more
difficult because scatter plots, which could be use in the linear model, here do
not help at all. We applied the same structure of the model as we found to be
optimal in linear regression. After some impovements we obtained the model

EPVCF ∼
(︁
x + n + log n + log SI + GAP + PC1 + gen

+ (n + log n) : log SI + n : GAP
)︁

: gen.
(3.4)

Implementation in R is through glm(). Output of the model 3.4 is provided in
table 3.3.

Fit df 20
Res. df 45 447
ϕ̂ 0.077
Res. max 15 549 CZK
Res. min -13 338 CZK

Table 3.3: Summary of Gamma glm() with formula 3.4.

The first diagnostic plot which we show is the plot of raw residuals 3.25. This
plot shows an increasing variance of response as we would expect and as the
Gamma model assumes.
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Figure 3.25: Raw residuals in Gamma glm().

Athought the main problem of the model comes out immediatelly when look-
ing at Pearson residuals

rP
i = Yi − µˆ︁i»

ϕ̂ µˆ︁i

on figure 3.26. The reason is that when µ is small than the variance does not
collapse to zero. In Gamma regression holds

Var Y −−→
µ→0

0
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if dispersion is held constant, but this does not happen in data. Another view
on the same problem is that Gamma model being not flexible enough. If the
dispersion is held, then the shape parameter α = 1/ϕ in also constant and hence
the distribution family is restricted to single parameter family. Then we do not
fully utilize the various shapes of density, which Gamma family might attain.
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Figure 3.26: Pearson residuals in Gamma glm().

Most conventional residuals for GLM are deviance residuals shown on figure
3.27. The contribution to deviance is cumulated in the observations close to
zero. These observations intuitively affect the estimate more than others. See
the layout of the red points on figure 3.27, which are influential observations by
Cook’s distance. The observation was considered infuantial if

CDi >
8

n − p
,

where n − p are residual degrees of freedom.

Flexible dispersion

GLM with varying dispersion is a solution for our model. The model for
dispersion which I would suggest has form

ϕ = exp {log SI + n + log n} . (3.5)

Note that tranformations t(SI) and t(n) correspond to those used in the mean sub-
model. Gamma regression with varying dispersion can be studied by the frame-
work from chapter 1.3. The Gamma model belongs to the class of distributions
1.10 defined in Smyth [1989] and therefore dispersion submodel can be viewed as
a specific GLM with di in place of working variable. Implementation in R is done
following way.

gamlss(formula, sigma.formula, family = GA("log","log"))
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Figure 3.27: Deviance residuals in Gamma glm(), influential by Cook’s distance.

As a diagnostic tool for this model we use the implemented residuals in gamlss()
object, which are, as we mentioned, the normalized quantile residuals

rQ
i = Φ−1

¶
FΓ
Ä
Yi, µˆ︁i,

ˆ︁ϕi

ä©
where FΓ denotes distribution fnction of Gamma. In normal linear model we
had only one natural choice of residuals because the different types of residuals
coincide. But generally in GLM and particularly in Gamma model, the Pearson,
deviance and quantile residuals lead to different quantities. The quantile residuals
are shown on figure 3.28. We can see how the unpleasant overdispersion when
µ → 0+ has almost disappeared.
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Figure 3.28: Quantile residuals in Gamma gamlss and loess fit.
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Figure 3.29 shows the raw residuals against fitted. Recall that fitted values
have form

µˆ︁i = exp
¶

x⊤
i β̂
©

.

The change in fitted values is quite large, compare this figure with raw residuals
of glm() on figure 3.25. We can see that in this case it looks more like plot of
a correctly specified model. Althought there is still some trend which we can
observe from quantile residuals 3.28, the red line is loess() smooth.
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Figure 3.29: Raw residuals in Gamma gamlss().

The fitted dispersion values can be extracted from the implemented model
the following way.

gamlss$sigma.fv

Those entities are square roots of dispersion
»

ϕ̂ i. Plot 3.30 shows exactly these
entities against fitted mean. As we would expect, the modelled dispersion in-
creases when µ tends to zero. The other view on modelling dispersion is that
weights of the observations are changed. The gamlss() estimate of β is equiva-
lent with ordinary Gamma glm() with prior weights set to

wi = 1
ϕ̂ i

, i = 1, . . . , n.

Justification follows from the optimization algorithm, which can be formulated
the three ways which we mentioned in chapter 1.3. Implementation using glm()
looks following way.

glm(formula, family=Gamma("log"), weights=1/gamlss$sigma.fvˆ 2)

The difference in fitted values between these models is really negligable. Differ-
ence is that here the weights are treated as known, hence the residual degrees of
freedom of the two models will differ.
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Figure 3.30: Fitted
√

ϕ against fitted µ.

In Gamma model, dispersion parameter and response variance do not coincide
as in linear model. The estimated variance of response is equal toˆ︂Var[Y ] = ˆ︁ϕ · µˆ︁2

It is therefore useful to show also the plot 3.31 which figures fitted standard
deviation against mean.
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Figure 3.31: Fitted standard deviation σ =
√

ϕ µ against fitted µ.

The Q-Q plot 3.32 shows some left skewness of the quantile residuals of the
gamlss() model. We can conclude that model is not completely suitable for data.
The discrepancy follows in my opinion mainly from these issues.

• Logarithmic link is not the best choice for the data. In my opinion iden-
tity link is more suitable. For example, consider the effect of sum insured.
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The sum insured is really correlated with response and brings great propor-
tion of fit. At the same time, the effect of sum insured seems linear and it
apriori also makes sense.

• The Gamma distribution might be not the right distributional model. Al-
tought when both parameters (α, β) are modelled, the shapes of distribution
can be quite flexible.
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Figure 3.32: Q-Q plot of quantile residuals in Gamma gamlss().

As we mentioned, the three principles of creating residuals – deviance, Pearson
and quantile – lead to different quantities in Gamma model. Let us discuss
some issues. Deviance residuals is GLM with varying dispersion can be naturally
defined following way.

rD
i = sgn {Yi − µ̂i}

 
di

ϕ̂ i

. (3.6)

The term 1/ϕ̂ i behaves like weight wi of the observation and in this sense we
can modelling dispersion view as robustness. For some clusters of observations,
the contribution to deviance corrects up or down, either to prevent too large
impact or to amplify the clusters with too low contribution. Up to my knowledge,
deviance residuals are not available in gamlss() but we can use the glm() with
prior weights wi = 1/ϕ̂ i and the deviance residuals in such model are exactly
the quantities 3.6 because wi absorbes to di. Recall that β estimate in these two
models must be the same same up to a negligable error.

Quantile residuals for ordinary glm in R can be obtained by qresiduals()
function from package statmod. On our data we observed that deviance and
quantile residuals produce very similar residual plots and little bit by side stand
Pearson residuals. This pattern was present in both ordinary and varying disper-
sion model, althought such diversity as we observe between plots 3.26 and 3.27
is probably caused by that catastrophic behaviour around zero.
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The last topic which, in my opinion, was not discussed enough is the model
selection. We should not follow the model with constant dispersion because the
outputs from such model can be missleading. But at the same time Anova tables
in gamlss do not work for some reason. Solution is that we can again use the trick
with weighted glm. In fact, the weights do not change when evaluating submodels,
if we want to be accurate, they should be estimated for each submodel as there
are the nuisance parameters γ. But setting wi = 1/ϕi is a good approximation
and for our purpose sufficient. For our application we only need rough results.

To compare different models, we have to set our model with formula 3.4 into
some larger environment. As the larger serves model

EPVCF ∼
(︁
x + n + log n + SI + GAP + gen + PC1

)︁2 : gen

We decided for Anova II table which creates a sequence of models where each
is submodel of the model below. From table 3.4 we can observe which terms
brought how much. We can see that our choice for the interactions was not bad
in context of this model. Table 3.4 can serve as a base to play with the model,
to add or remove some terms. The table follows the anova specification of the
model and the terms are all interacted with gender. Hence have twice the degrees
of freedom.

Term(:gen) LR Chisq Df
gen 37023 1
n 9072 4
log SI 42466 2
GAP 12336 2
PC1 37905 2
x 12266 2
n : log SI 5390 4
n : GAP 7651 4
n : PC1 189 4
n : x 1001 4
log SI : GAP 5069 2
log SI : PC1 2257 2
log SI : x 1799 2
GAP : PC1 970 2
GAP : x 624 2
PC1 : x 1595 2

Table 3.4: Anova II table in glm() with weights 1/ϕi
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3.5 Partitioned model

Goal of this chapter is to build the partitioned model, the model which con-
nects models applied on

EPVCF > 0, EPVCF < 0 and 1 {EPVCF > 0} .

Theory about this model has been developed in chapter 1.5. Using the partitioned
model in our application is motivated mostly by these issues.

• Generalization. In chapter 3.4 we built the Gamma model for profitable
policies

Y | Y > 0 ∼ fΓ(y, µ1, ϕ1)

with the parameter of our main interest

µ1 = exp
{︁

x⊤
1 β1

}︁
beside the dispersion parameter, which is modelled too. We would like to
extend this model on whole dataset and for this problem, the partitioned
model is a logical solution.

• Interpretation. For the given set of covariates

z = (x, n, SI, GAP, gen, YCt)⊤

we predict if the policy is profitable or loss making, we predict how much
it will be in each case and we connect these predictions into one number.

Negative data model

Let us denote the gamlss() model for positive outcome as m1. Very similar
model will be now used for negative data as a solution for µ2 = E [Y | Y < 0] . This
model will be denoted by m2. Model m2 has to be a model with support (−∞, 0).
The easy way how to treat such model is to assume that |Y | follows some positive
outcome model. Under this setup, a decent range of models is available for us.
Let us introduce our approach.

Loss making policies are treated the way that −Y follows Gamma model. We
can write this following way.

Y | Y < 0 ∼ fΓ(−y, − µ2, ϕ2), µ2 = − exp
{︁

x⊤
2 β2

}︁
.

In place of f2(y) stands fΓ(−y). For the model structure, we use the structure
from m1. Mean formula is given by 3.4 and dispersion formula by 3.5. The only
difference is that now the working variable is −Y .

Fitted values have to be treated with minus sign. The same holds for Pearson
residuals, deviance residuals, and also quantile residuals because

rQ = Φ−1 (F2(Y )) = Φ−1 (1 − FΓ(−Y )) = −Φ−1 (FΓ(−Y )) .

Exactly this is shown on residual plot 3.33 – the quantile residuals of m2 against
fitted and the loess() smooth.
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Figure 3.33: Gamma gamlss() on negative data – quantile residuals.

Binary data model

Model for p = P [Y > 0| z] serves as a junction between models m1 and m2.
For this purpose we decided to use the logistic regression. Theory about logistic
model was derived in chapters 1.1 and 1.4. Let us denote this model m0.

For probability modelling we decided not to use the anova type structure, but
we kept the more typical structure,

1 {EPVCF > 0} ∼ x + n + SI + GAP + gen
+PC1 + PC2 + n : SI + n : GAP

Output from this glm() model is provided in table 3.5. Dispersion parame-
ter is not estimated – scaled and unscaled deviance coincide and are equal to
−2 · logLik(m0) because the saturated model has obviously zero log-likelihood.

Fit df 10
Res. df 57 260
Deviance 9574.7
Dev. res. max 3.316
Dev. res. min -4.018

Table 3.5: Output of the logistic model.

The fact that our binary data arised from a continous variable gives us an
interesting possibility for plotting. The do not have to restrict ourselves to the
censored information. On the first figure 3.34 we show the fitted probability

ˆ︁pi = expit
(︁
z⊤

i ˆ︁α)︁
against profitability Yi. From this figure we can see that fitted probabilities
of observations, which are further from the zero barrier, are practically 0 or 1.
Interesting area is bounded by a few thousands CZK around zero.
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Figure 3.34: Fitted probabilities against profitability.

On the second figure related to logistic model we show the deviance residuals
against profitability. We can see that contribution to deviance is cummulated
around the barrier. The observations, which have ˆ︁p close to 0 or 1 and at the
same time are determined correctly, have contribution close to zero.
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Figure 3.35: Deviance residuals of logistic regression against profitability.

Diagnostics

In the last section, let us connect models m0, m1 and m2 using the ideas de-
veloped in chapter 1.5. Note that structure and estimation of the model are
determined by the separate models. The topic of our main interest is diagnostics.
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Calculation of fitted values, following definition 1.17, requires to combine fitted
vlues and predictions. For this purpose there is predict method of gamlss()
object, the syntax is following.

predict(gamlss, what, type, newdata)

Parameter what is either "mu" or "sigma" and type is set to "response". The
other option "link" extracts linear predictor η. Newdata is dataset with both
positive and negative response, some elements will then be fitted values and the
rest will be predictions. Now we have everything needed to easily compound
these quantities together into the fitted values

ˆ︁µ = ˆ︁p · ˆ︁µ1 + (1 − ˆ︁p) · ˆ︁µ2

and further the variance ˆ︁v and Pearson residuals, following definition 1.18. The
Pearson residuals against fitted create the first residual plot 3.36. We can observe
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Figure 3.36: Pearson residuals in partitioned model.

that Pearson residuals do not show any trend and they also have approximatelly
constant dispersion. This is a good sign that both mean and dispersion are
correctly specified and that we can rely on fitted mean values and fitted standard
deviation.

The next figure we present (figure 3.37) shows the raw residuals Yi − ˆ︁µi. We
can see variance growing with mean, the behaviour we would expect from any
Gamma model. Subsequently we plot the fitted standard deviation

√ˆ︁v against ˆ︁µ
on figure 3.38.

Figure 3.39 shows the deviance residuals defined by formula 1.19. Recall that
deviance residuals are defined using deviances of m0, m1 and m2. It follows from
decomposition of overall likelihood

ℓ = ℓm0 + ℓm1 + ℓm2
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Figure 3.37: Raw residuals in partitioned model.
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Figure 3.38: Standard deviation in partitioned model.

and the fact that saturated partitioned model makes a good sense leads to defi-
nition of deviance

D∗ = Dm0 + D∗
m1 + D∗

m2.

Contributions to this deviance can be splitted between the observations, which
leads exactly to definition 1.19. To extract deviances from models m1 and m2,
which are gamlss(), one can use the glm() formulation with wi = 1/ϕ̂ i. These
models are equivalent in context of β estimate and deviances, as we already
mentioned. Deviance residuals are shown of figure 3.39. We can see that deviance
residuals do not behave very nice, the source of this behaviour around zero is
mostly binary model contribution, which is obvious from figure 3.35. Deviance
residuals do not seem as the best diagnostic tool, at least for our application. The
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Figure 3.39: Deviance residuals of partitioned model.

layout of points is really affected by the cummulation of logit deviance around
zero. In my opinion, the general argument against them is that it might not
be the the best idea to combine such diverse quantities as dm0 and d∗

m1. Despite
this, their meaning as decomposition of D∗ among observations has some natural
meaning. Next plot related to this topic shows the deviances

di =
(︁
rD

i

)︁2
.

Contribution of m0 is emphesized by red color – the amount of red color is pro-
portional to dm0.
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Figure 3.40: Joint deviances of partitioned model.
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We decided to derive also quantile residuals inspired by Smyth and Dunn
[1996]. Those residuals should definitely expose wheather model suits the data or
not. Derivation is straightforward. Distribution function of the model is equal to

F (y) =
{︄

(1 − p) + p F1(y) if y > 0,

(1 − p) F2(y) if y < 0.

and realizing that F2(y) = 1 − FΓ(−y), we can formulate following definition of
quantile residuals. Denote

ui =
{︄

(1 − ˆ︁pi) + ˆ︁pi FΓ
Ä
Yi, µˆ︁1i, ˆ︁ϕ1i

ä
if Yi > 0,

(1 − ˆ︁pi)
¶

1 − FΓ
Ä
−Yi, − µˆ︁2i,

ˆ︁ϕ2i

ä©
if Yi < 0.

and let

rQ
i = Φ−1(ui), i = 1, . . . , n.

Relationships for shape and rate

α = 1/ϕ β = 1/µϕ

are useful to know for the implementation in R. The quantile residuals are shown
on figure 3.41. They should follow normal distribution N (0, 1) if the model is
correct. For this purpose serves Q-Q plot shown on figure 3.42. We can observe
the left skewness, as we did also in some previous models.
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Figure 3.41: Quantile residuals of partitioned model.

Further discussion

Interactions appeared as very important for the correct specification of all
regression models we used. That is also a reason why we held this classical
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Figure 3.42: Q-Q plot of quantile residuals in partitioned model.

approach with effects modelled using transformations of covariates. In the place
of transformations are often used polynomials with integer powers, but it is not
necessary to restrict ourselves on integer powers. See Royston and Altman [1994]
who introduced fractional polynomials as a set of integer and non-integer powers
which can attain a wide range of shapes and curves using smaller number of
parameters and at the same time to use lower powers to avoid possible unpleasant
behaviour when extrapolating.

Interacions are also reason why approaches like Generalized Additive Models
by Hastie and Tibshirani [1986] do not work, such models suffer with additivity.
The place where the GAM appeared to be useful is modelling ϕ. We tried P-
splines pb() in sigma.formula and it produces slightly better residual plots than
classical approach. But presenting our results we kept traditional approach to
apply the theory from chapter 1.
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Conclusion
In this thesis we focused on application of Generalized Linear Models on life

insurance profitability data. The whole work started with building the profitabil-
ity model of life policies. We implemented the model in Python and we described
the structure of the model using concrete formulas in chapter 2. The chapter 2
can serve as a actuarial documentation to the implemented model. It can serve
as a guide how to build such model, which components are necessary and affect
the profitability of life policies in real insurance companies. We completed our
goals to apply linear model, Gamma model, logistic model and partitioned model
which can be viewed as

• extension of Gamma model on whole dataset,

• generalization of the zero inflated count model.

In theoretical part, we started with derivation of inference in GLM. We gave
attention to derivation of score and IWLS. We tried to emphesize key ideas and at
the same time offer as simple notation as possible. We also offered little bit more
general view on the theory, which alowed us to derive the dispersion submodel
and the IWLS iteration for γ. We gave a formal definition to partitioned model.
Most interesting part of inference in such model is diagnostics. We showed that
the three types of residuals – Pearson, deviance and quantile – can be defined in
such model.

In application part we started with analysis of yield curves. We found that
PCA works well as a dimension reduction technique. We found that the first
principal component is similar to an average. In linear regression we showed that
using proper tranformations and interactions, one can easily attain R2 = 99%
on this data. If we gave more attention on modelling the effect of yield curve,
we could attain up to 99.5%. In next section we built the Gamma model m1
with logarithmic link. We showed the main discrepancies on diagnostic plot and
suggested solution with varying dispersion. We noted that modelling ϕ in Gamma
model can be seen from these points of view.

1. To avoid the variance assumption, particularly Var Y −−→
µ→0

0.

2. To decrease weights of influential observations.

3. To allow flexible shape of Gamma density.

We built models m0 and m2 as the complements for m1. We put them together
and we showed the Pearson, deviance and quantile residuals of partitioned model
in practice.

Modelling dispersion appeared to be useful in both linear and Gamma model.
In linear model the contribution of this approach is mostly in better estimate of
σi. In Gamma model the contribution is mostly in robust β estimate because the
observations around zero were extremly influential.
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To conclude, both linear regression and Gamma regression work. Gamma
regression little bit suffers with log link. Identity link suits data better – it makes
also an apriori sense that data is more likely additive than multiplicative. In
this context, it was quite surprise that Gamma worked. Specification of trans-
formations t(z) is clear disadvantage of multiplicative model. We have limited
possibilities for building such model, compared to linear regression, where we can
use scatterplots to judge the effects, search interactions. In our opinion, the well
built linear model can hardly be beaten in terms of overall fit.

Partitioned model has definitely nice interpretation. The main problem in
our usage is that there exists some data in any neighbourhood of zero, in other
words, that there is no gap between positive and negative data. We showed that it
causes problems, we had to use modelling dispersion, which can be seen as little
bit artifical solution. Despite this we believe that the ideas about partitioned
model can be useful, might bring more light to such approach, especially how to
correctly diagnose such model.
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